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Thinking of a heavenly unified Korea makes our hearts beat faster. A heavenly unified Korea refers to the
future coordinates of the one and only Korea. The ideology of a heavenly unified Korea is that of
Aecheon -- Love Heaven, Ae-in -- Love humanity, and Aeguk -- Love one's nation, while the ideology
with which a heavenly unified Korea will be realized is the implementation of interdependence, mutual
prosperity and universal values. Based on these two ideological concepts, we can realize the vision of a
heavenly unified Korea.
The twentieth century is remembered for wars that caused many casualties due to ideological
confrontations between communism and democracy and hegemonic competition. Although the
communist flag has been lowered. In this, the twenty-first century, unfortunately, Korea's division is
ongoing, and the future of mankind is gloomy due to the COVID-19 pandemic and the climate crisis. This
is a time when we desperately need ideas and philosophies that have the practical power to solve these
problems.
The ideas and philosophies of the True Parents, the founders of the Universal Peace Federation, contain a
vision that embraces the world beyond any one nation and penetrates the past, present and future.
Interdependence, mutual prosperity and universal values constitute a new national philosophy for creating
a heavenly unified Korea. They are the essence of peace and will spark the spread of world peace.
Through the vision of interdependence, mutual prosperity and universal values, we may grasp a hint of
Heaven's providence, and True Parents have emphasized that knowledge of Heaven's providence is of the
utmost importance. Our hope is to stand together, hand in hand and create a world filled with happy
families, a happy environment, a happy societies and a peaceful world.
Our cherished hopes are for unity. We are sure that our various projects are going to soon–one by one–
bear fruit. With the heart of a farmers who are about to reap their autumn harvest, we are convinced that
peace and reunification on the Korean Peninsula will soon be a reality.
It is time to purposely design the future of North–South reunification. Now, it is necessary to present the
concrete vision of a unified Korea not just the concept of unity between the two Koreas. We must be
unwaveringly promoting a sustainable and consistent unification policy sharing mid- to long-term
strategies. True Parents have devoted their entire lives to the realization of a heavenly unified Korea and a
heavenly unified world, and with that heart, they built a global foundation. Everything that True Parents
have prepared is for this era. North–South reunification is the mission of our time, and it is the mission of
the Republic of Korea and the Korean people. It's not an easy road, but it the road we have to take. Please
join us and help us in the era of the Korean Peninsula. Let us move forward together for a heavenly
unified Korea.

